NFTY-SAR
Tree of Life
By Annabelle
Maltsbarger

What is it
The NFTY-SAR Tree of Life is my year
long project to…
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Help improve TYG participation
Stay connected to our values
Reward good participation
Build relationships between TYG
Boards and Regional Board
President
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“It is a tree of life to
all who grasp it, and
whoever holds on to
it is happy; its ways
are ways of
pleasantness, and all
it paths are peace.
(Proverbs 3:17-18)

How it works for TYG’s
Every month I will be hosting a general call to get updates
from each TYG over the past month. During these calls
these things will be added to the tree under their TYG…
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▰ Total number of members in TYG
▰ Events that occured in the past month and amount of
members who attended along with positives and
negatives
▰ Any big moments/milestones that have occured

What it leads to
At the beginning of the year at LLTI a picture of the tree will
be shown. At the end of the year the tree will be brought to
Spring Kallah and hung up. In the end this will show…
▰ the growth between every TYG
▰ ideas for events and programs for all to see and use
▰ the TYG with the highest average percentage of
participation at TYG run events will receive a reward
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How it works for
NFTY-SAR
For NFTY-SAR, after every Regional Board Call any big things
that are going to occur or have occured will be added to each
branch that relates to it. The six branches are…
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 קְ הִ לָּה- Community
 שִׁ ו ְיוֹן- Equality
 חִ נּוּ- Education
 יהדות- Judaism
 מַ נְהִ יגוּת- Leadership
 חֲ בֵרוּת- Friendship

What it leads to
For Regional Board, this will help next years
leaders…
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▰ see where we lacked in following our values and
where we were super strong
▰ aid in programming and Kallah themes for the
upcoming year
▰ show NFTY-SAR’s growth as a region with the
amount being done more locally

